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Agnew resigns office!
"The free press is the mother of
all our liberties and of our
progress under liberty." AHlai
Stevenson

lamron 2
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Activities ready
for Homecoming
by RICK HAMRICK

Students, faculty, alumni and
friends of OCE. Homecoming
Week is here so get ready. Ac
cording
to
Homecoming
Chairman, Terry Wall, there are
plenty of excitiag events planned
for you to help celebrate this
special tradition.
Starting off in the list of hap
penings,
we
have
The
Homecoming

Coronation

scheduled for tonight, Thursday,
October 11, in the Pacific Room
of the College Center at 8:00 p.m.
Out of all the Homecoming
princesses representing the
dormitories,
off
campus
students, the commuters, and
certain clubs, only three will be
crowned -- one girl as
Homecoming Queen with her two
runner-up princesses. Voting for
these three took place on Tuesday
and Wednesday of this week and
the winners will be announced at
the coronation.
Princesses from the dor
mitories are as follows: Jeri
Cuda, elected by Barnum Hall;
Kathy Chan selected by the
women in Landers Hall, as well
as Joan Duer selected by the men
of Landers Hall; Sharlene
Frietas was chosen as Gentle
Hall's princess; and Cindy
Carmichael was elected Butler
Hall's princess. Off-campus
princesses are: Connie Mason,
Lynne Maus, Susan Whitaker and
Ellie Jenny. Anita Steimetz is the

princess of the commuter
students. The Better Veteran
Dividends club has selected
Linda Mosher for their princess
and Linda Cooper is the princess
for the Inter-Collegiate Knights.
On Friday night, Oct. 12, there
will be plenty of things going on.
The place to be, at 6:30 p.m., is
the field west of the Barnum and
Gentle Halls where you have The
All Community Tug-A-War
Games.
There is no limit to the amount
of people on your team and this
event is open to anyone free of
charge. The only obligation is to
pre-register your teams by
writing or calling the College
Center; the address is: OCE TugA-War, College Center, OCE, and
the phone number is 838-1220,
extension 261. It should be noted
that you can get a little dirty in
this game so wear your grubbies
that night.
Following tug-a-war is the
traditional Homecoming Noise
Parade. Those who wish to
participate should meet in the
Arbuthnot Hall parking lot at 8:00
p.m. The purpose of the parade is
to arouse school spirit for the
Homecoming football game the
next day so bring your
noisemakers and expect to do
plenty of yelling. . .
The highlight of Friday evening
is The Homecoming Dance where
couples can boogie to the music of
The Musty Brothers. Admission
price is one dollar per person and

SSC ponders Day-Care
by Tom Carranza

Are you aware of the fact that
there is a need for a Day-Care
Center at OCE? If you are not,
there's an excellent chance that
you are not married or just not
concerned. Possibly you feel that
the present Day-Care Center on
campus already meets the needs
of
our
students
with
children. . .an
interesting
misconception. The fact is that
because of the , necessary
qualifications, or rather the
unnecessary restrictions which
must be met, the needs of our
students with children are not
being fulfilled by the present
facilities.
Now that the married housing
has been swept off campus what
aid is our school giving to
married students? If there is no
longer any married housing,
what is being done with the
dollars our administration has
allocated for the operational
costs of the now extinct married
housing?
Would it not seem logical, and
m fact humane, for our ad

ministration to attempt to seek
out some project to which those
funds could be channeled in order
to give our married students
assistance? Do you feel that a
Day-Care Center would serve
that purpose?
Another interesting question to
ponder: Is it not a fact that we
now have two empty dorms on
our campus namely, Arbuthnot
and Maaske? Now, why couldn't
those previously mentioned funds
be transferred to support a DayCare Center in one, or at least a
portion of one, of these "dormant
dorms"?
. There are many
more
questions to be answered and
avenues to discuss - but the fact
remains, we need Day-Care at
OCE.
An organizational meeting
concerning establishing a
Cooperative Day-Care Center on
OCE will be held Wednesday,
October 17 at 7:00 p.m. in the TV
Room of the College Center. This
is an opportunity for parents and
concerned students to meet and
plan for a Day-Care facility to
meet all students needs.

CoSc^
dress is informal. The Musty
Brothers are a group from
Eugene who have won first place
in state competition.
Finally we come to Home
coming Day, Saturday, Oct.
13. On this day there are many
stimulating events, including the
football game. Scheduled from
10:30 to 11:30 a.m. the public is
invited to Chalk Talk where the
coaches discuss strategy with the
OCE football team.
At 11:00 a.m. is The Judging of
the Dormitory's Homecoming
Decorations. Each year, in a
contest, the dormitories decorate
to a certain theme. This
Homecoming, the dorms are
embellished with such things as
painted windows, balloons, signs,

front of the

ground displays, etc., The theme
is "Together Again".
An OCE Alumni Luncheon is
from 11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. and
special guests attending are the
members of the 1963 football
team. Hosting the luncheon will
be Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ellis.
Frank Ellis was a former OCE
all-American football player in
1963.
Next, from 1:00 to 1:30 p.m., is
The Signing of the Queen's Walk.
Located near The Cottage', the
queen will write her name to be
immortalized in cement. She will
also perform another OCE
Homecoming tradition by plant
ing a rose bush near the Student
Health Center.
The Homecoming Football

Game begins at 1:30 p.m. in the
OCE football stadium with OCE
playing against Southern Oregon
College.
The Alumni Reception is in the
Oregon Room, of the College
Center, 4:00 to 5:00 p.m., where
the alumni will have a chance to
come together again with their
classmates and talk of old times.
Homecoming Week ends with
The All-night Bowling Party at
Pioneer Lanes at 10:00 p.m. Free
taxi service to the bowling alley
from the college center is offered
hourly and the charge for the
whole night is just $1.50. Students
can bowl the whole evening if
they want, but at times they must
wait out a turn to give others a
chance to bowl.

OCE under legislative study
by SCOTT ACKLEY

Declining enrollment in many
schools throughout the state has
caused the Oregon State
Emergency Board to push into
effect a study to look into this
problem.
Three
regional
colleges, OCE, Eastern Oregon
College, and Southern Oregon
College will take part in the
study.
The Legislative Fiscal Office,
acting under the board, will look
into offerings and enrollment
patterns of the three schools. The
Fiscal Offices preliminary fin
dings, with a list of alternatives,
will be given to the Oregon
Legislature for consideration. If
approved, the plans will be
turned over to the Board of

Higher Education for long range
planning and development.
Legislative Analyst, Rick
Burke, will be one of the main
personnel looking into the
enrollment problem.
Burke feels the study will be a
long range plan and that the
Legislature can veto any ideas it
receives and doesn't agree on .
This will insure that any ideas
that reach the Higher Board of
Education will be the ones that
should benefit the majority of the
states schools.
Some of the proposals being
looked into will include such
problems as, in some schools 100
percent of the faculty are tenured
resulting in a student load of
eight per faculty member. The
possibility of moving a teacher

education program from Oregon
State to OCE, and to institute
lower division work at OTI and its
impact on SOC will be reviewed.
On the "closure of OCE"
remark made at the end of the
last meeting of the Oregon
Legislature and What part it
played in pushing this enrollment
study forward, Burke felt it had
hardly any part in getting the
study in motion. Rather, he felt
the remark of closing OCE was
dropped by Legislature members
almost as soon as it was brought
up.
Over the next few months data
will be reviewed by the
Legislative Fiscal Office and
turned into aids that will benefit
in use by State Higher Education
schools.

Agnew resignation

'Tragic mistake'
An already politically shaken United States was
stunned with the resignation of Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew yesterday in a Baltimore courtroom. Agnew
pleaded no contest to a charge of tax evasion admitting
that he had personally recieved funds from contractors
and failed to report them on his income tax forms in
1967. The Vice President's letter of resignation was
delivered to the Secretary of State Henry Kissinger at
2:05 p.m. EDT.
The resignation was a simple one sentence letter
stating in essence, "Dear Mr. Secretary, I hereby resign
the office of Vice President of the United States, ef
fective immediately." and was signed sincerely, Spiro
T. Agnew. Immediately following a letter was delivered
to President Richard Nixon from the Vice President.
The President had been informed Tuesday night by
Agnew of his pending resignation but had withheld any
comment. Nixon responded to Agnew's letter ex
pressing his regret at the resignation and thanked the
Vice President for his years of service. Nixon stated in
his letter, "I respect your decision."
Agnew's resignation although long anticipated by
many caught the nation by surprise as not more than a
week ago he announced that he would not resign even in
the event of a federal indictment.
Attorney General Elliot Richardson accompanied the
Vice President to Baltimore and commented that "Mr.
Agnew has spared the nation the agony of a long trial."
Democratic Senate Leader Mike Mansfield expressed
dismay at the resignation saying, "I think he is making
a tragic mistake. I think he should have stayed in the
ring."
Where does this leave the United States? Obviously
without a Vice President until Pres. Nixon chooses a
new one as provided in the 25th amendment of the
Constitution. It also leaves us with the stark realization
that the majority of the American voters in the last
election voted for a man that has openly pleaded guilty
to federal crimes.
Agnew's resignation can have two effects on the
American people. It can serve to bring them closer
together in hopes of a cleaner political system or it can
serve to shatter their already Watergate-shaken-faith in
American government. It's painful to admit that you
voted for a high public servant who has openly lied to the
American people when charged with the now admitted
crimes.
We have entered a crucial period with the explosive
situation in the Middle East bringing the threat of an all
out war. Spiro T. Agnew's resignation is a time of
sadness for the American people but we are a nation
that can't afford to go without strong leadership and
must unify.
Perhaps when the shock waves caused by the short 33
minute court proceedings yesterday begin to die down
we can look for a new faith in our system of government
and realize that corruption need not prevail.
Dick Soules
lamron 2 editor

Together again?
If you have been caught by surprise by the fact that
Homecoming is this weekend, don't worry, so have a lot
of other people. In an effort to allow more time to mail
out Dad's Day promotional material, Homecoming has
been bumped from its traditional spot in November to
this weekend. The result? What might possibly be the
most disorganized Homecoming OCE has seen in a long
time.
Not to say that the traditional entertainment and
events haven't been scheduled. They have by a
dedicated group of people led by Chairman Terry Wall
working under an overwhelming handicap. No time!
Homecoming is important and always has been. After
being seemingly shoved aside this year the question
arises as to its current status on campus. Let's hope a
lesson is learned this year and the next Homecoming
will be restored to its rightful place and be the special
event it was intended to be.
er* The advances of
Medicine are
amazing? Who knows,
one of these days
we may even be able to
make BRAIN TRANSPLANTS!

Oh,1 did
that many
years ago.

A brain
trarrsp/ant ?!
Was it
successful,
Gort?

Closure of OCE as mentioned in the closing remarks of the 1973 Oregon Legislature would
result in the waste of modern buildings and materials as well as an excellent source of education.
Don't spend too much time worrying though as few people seem to be taking the proposal
seriously. (Photo by Tim Johnson)

Tuition, fee proposals voiced
The following letter was submitted to the lamron 2 by
ASOCE President Rick Blanche as a matter of utmost
importance to all students attending state institutions.
The letter is from Freeman Holmer, Vice Chancellor in
the Oregon State Board of Higher Education concerning
tuition and fees.
Blanche and the lamron 2 feel the proposals made are
of important interest to all OCE students. If all the
proposals are adopted, students will no longer bear the
cost of instruction. Student input concerning these
matters is vitally needed. Students may contact Rick
Blanche in the ASOCE Government offices.
Dick Soules
lamron 2 editor
As I have indicated earlier, I
am looking to you to provide the
leadership in preparing for the
Interinstitutional Fee Com
mittee. Although I intend to
preside at the meetings of the
Committee,
the
advance
memoranda and notices and the
compilation of useful background
materials I intend to leave to
your discretion.
However...
We need to begin early so that
we may take our recom
mendations to the Finance
Committee in December (with
the expectation of Board action in
January). Accordingly, the copy
of this memorandum to Deans
and Vice Presidents for Ad
ministration is to cause the
institutions to affirm-to you-the
identity of the Fee Committee
membership from each in
stitution. You will also wish to
secure from Leslie J. Gross,
Chairman of the U. I. U. S., the
name of the I.U.S. represen
tative. Mr. Gross is a student at
OSU.
The Ipter institutional Fee
Committee will need to deal with
all the changes necessary in the
Tuition and Fee Book but the
focus will necessarily be on
tuition. To begin with an October
meeting of the Committee may
seem premature (because fall
term data will be imcompletely
analyzed and residence hall
expenses will be inconclusive)
but there are major policy issues
that can be opened up for
examination.
The focus of the first session
should be on tuition. The Corn
Very much so!My
Fantastic*
former patient is ^ou must've
now one of our
Chosen th'
most revered -and brain of a
most powerful very
Congressmen!
remarkable
person f

mittee will need to address the
issues posed by a major shift to
tuition charges on a per-credithour basis. It is my inclination to
urge the following:
1. Abolish the "special student"
category for PSU.
2. Make the privileges of the
incidental andhealth service fees
optional for students taking less
than 7 credit hours. (This wil
require certain administrative
adjustments.)
3. Charge $1 per credit hour as
the building fee for students
taking fewer than 10 credit hours
and $10 to all others. (The
adequacy of the revenue so
collected will need to be reviewed
with Mr. Watson)...
4. Charge tuition by level of
student, with separate rates for
lower fivision, upper division,
and graduate students. This
raises subsidiary issues:
a. Postbaccalaureates pay
upper division, graduate or some
other rate? (The nondegree
candidate or second bachelor's
degree candidate could pay
upper division rate but the
rationale for the present policy
may be persuasive. If health and
incidental fees are not included
there may be less part-time
postbaccalaureate objection to
graduate rates.)
b. Administratively
an
upper division student has 90 or
more credit hours at time of
registration. A student can be
lower division in fall and upper
division in winter or spring
.Lo™er division costs vary
pZnmStltUti0n t0 ^titutiom
Propose using average costs for
I used
the brain
of a
dinosaur.

the universities and average
costs for the colleges. OTI tuition
equals university tuition for
lower division or for upper
division students.
d. Tuition would be a per
centage of the costs:
(1)
Nonresident
undergraduates pay the full
applicable cost: University
average lower division cost
would be paid at UO, OSU, PSU,
OTI. University average upper
divison cost would be paid at UO,
OTI, and AUOMS, UODS for
nursing, dental hygienist, etc.)
College averages paid at
OCE,SOC,EOC.
( 2 )
R e s i d e n t
undergraduates would pay a
percentage of the costs (lower
division, upper division) for the
category attended: Category 1
UO, OSU, PSU, OTI, UOMS,
UODS. Category 2. OCE, SOC,
EOC. The percentage applied
would be the same for both
categories.
(3) UOMS (Medicine);
UODS (Dental); UO Law School.
Special cases, treated specially.
(4)
Other
graduate
students would pay a percentage
of the costs of graduate in
struction by category of in
stitution (see 2 above). May
include postbaccalaureates. The
percentage might be the same as
for (2) above. Another issue is
whether master's candidates and
doctoral candidates should pay
different fees. Unfortunately,
differential costs are unknown
and almost unknowable.
Clearly, this is not an
exhaustive recitation of the
issues but if these changes would
be administratively feasible,
equitable, and fiscally prudent,
the details can be adjusted as
necessary.
This ought to be enough to get
started.
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Shortages direct result of price controls

"Monetary
a
• Monetary inflation
inflation is
is
a
dreadful thing, but what does
immensely more harm than the
inflation itself is the attempt to
conceal or suppress its con
sequences through price and
wage controls."

promises to fish. ^
EJ'5? t0 'i.8hl wUh

F1 ll/C

right

naU(ms' Kh' evu'ence from many
nations however, shows that
attempts to curb inflation bv
by MELISA McFIE
means of price and wage controls
e the consumer but
in°«t
a
When governmental spending
instead exchange one set nf
exceeds
tax revenue, the
government can make up the conditions for another which are
even harder to cope with.
deficit by inflating the monetary
Hnce and wage control, to
unit. As a result of failing to
balance the
budget,
and prevent inflation, has been
monetizing the national debt the compared to breaking, or
government has in effect freezing the thermometer when
the patient has a fever. For
repudiated 50 cents of every
dollar it borrowed in 1945. This prices, too, are measuring
means that government creditors devices, they indicate the concution of the economy. To hold
have been swindled, since the
purchasing power of the dollar down prices in face of inflation,
bas been reduced more than 50 then, is to 'treat' the symptom
instead of the cause.
per cent since 1945.
Open inflation, therefore,
The purchasing power of the
dollar is reduced as a result of harmful as it can be, is preferred
increases in the quantity of to suppressed inflation, which
money and credit. This is prevents the price system from
working. The cause, not the
reflected in "higher prices".
measuring
device, is what needs
High prices, however, are
unpopular with consumers, so to be changed, for prices are
indispensable
signals
to
the government steps in and producers and consumers.
Henry Hazlitt, Economist

atSr^T111
price-control
however. ignore this

act and the consumer soon pays
lor it. For example suppose the
government feels that milk
prices are too high and decides to
nold its price below the market
clearing price, that is, below the
price that supply and demand
would set in the free market. A
reduction in the price of milk will
cause an increase in the quantity
demanded. But what happens to
the supply of milk? The supply
declines because rising costs of
teed, fertilizer, equipment etc.
soon exceed the fixed price,
forcing less efficient dairymen in
to a loss position. As these
marginal producers cease
operations the supply 0f milk
produced
declines.
Thus
"controlling" the price of milk,
singly,
creates
a
new
Problem—a "milk shortage."
Some suggest "solving" this
new problem by extending price
controls to feed, fertilizer and
equipment so that the dairyman's
costs cannot rise. But, this will
singly have the effect of creating
teed, fertilizer and equipment
shortages which, in turn, will
elicit calls for even further ex-

Who elects the President?
by MICKEY BROWN

In the election of 1876, Samuel
j, Tilden defeated Rutherford B.
Hayes by over a quarter of a
million votes for the presidency.
Tilden received 184 electoral
votes and Hayes recieved 165
electoral votes. Conflicts in
Congress, Republican Senate and
Democratic House, on election
returns from 4 states, Florida
Louisiana, South Carolina, and
Oregon, left doubt of the official
return.
When the official count was
tallied Hayes won the election by
1 electoral vote. In 1877 Congress
adopted an Electorial Com
mission, of 15 members, 5 from
each house and 5 from the
Supreme
Court.
Party
representation was to be equal.
The purpose of this commission
was to decide on the returns.
The United States Constitution
requires that for the election of a
president, each state is to appoint
electors equal to the number of
Senators and Representative
allowable in Congress. Parts of
the Constitution governing the
election of a president or vice
president are covered in Article

II, Section 1, and inthe 12th, 20th,
22nd and the 23rd, amendments
The first Tuesday after the first
Monday of November of every
year divisible by four, is set as
the date for choosing states
electors. On the first Monday
after the second Wednesday in
December of an election year,
these electors assemble in their
respective states to vote for
president and vice president. The
votes are certified and sent to the
Senate President, through the
General
Services
Ad
ministration, where they will be
countedby tellers.
When you go to the polls to vote
you are not voting for president
or vice president; you are voting
for the electors. N o matter how
many popular votes a candidate
recieves he cannot be elected
unless he has a majority of
electoral votes. Oregon is al
lowed 6 electoral votes. Larger
states such as California and
Texas are allowed 40 and 25 votes
respectively.
Electors usually pledge their
votes to a candidate, but are not
required to keep it. They may
choose at their own discretion.

Therefore, if the people wish to
have one man for president he
must receive a majority of votes
from the electors. In a case
where there is no majority of
electoral votes, the House of
Representatives procedes to
vote, one vote for each state, on
the 3 candidates with the three
highest votes.
This is hardly democracy. We
are supposed to have a govern
ment "Of the People, For the
People, and By the People." But
the way the elections are run it is
"Of the Government, For the
Government
and
By
the
Government." I sometimes
wonder why I voted. But if I
didn't vote I wouldn't have a
valid complaint to stand on. I did
vote and that gives me a valid
reason to complain.
The Electoral College is a poor
system. Legislation has failed
many times to dissolve it with
negative results. In order to do
this Congress would have to go to
court and have the Constitution
changed. This involves a lot of
red tape and most Congressmen
don't want to go to so much
trouble.
There is much opposition too.
The smaller states would lose
because the number of electors
usually are more than their
population would normally allow.
The larger states would lose
because the electoral votes
would be split equally. Very few
people realize what the Electoral
College is or what it does.
The Electoral College should be
eliminated. It should be a vote of
the people to decide who the
president and vice president
should be.

tUUlrOlS

tension of price controls. If this
approach is adopted, all prices
must eventually be controlled.
In a market system, price
changes are constantly adjusting
the production to unceasing
changes in demand. That is
prices allocate capital, labor and
resources to production of
commodities aand services that
are most wanted by consumers.
Price controls, on the other hand^
reduce and unbalance produc
tion. Fixed prices simply cannot
allocate resources efficiently in
response to ever changing
conditions in the market.
One can see, then, that holding
down the price of a commodity
does not make it more available.
Instead its low price encourages
consumption and discourages
production, eventually resulting
in a shortage.
Open inflation does harm, but
prices are left free to move.
Suppressed inflation is vastly
more harmful because it
prevents the price system from
operating, yet fails to find an
efficient substitute. Meanwhle
suppressed inflation does untold
damage to the economic system
and because it requires govern
mental control over the economy,

it destroys the enterprise system
and with it political freedom.
Monetary
reform
and
elimination of price controls
came in 1948 in Germany, after
economic disaster. Govern
mental restraints on its economic
system were removed and the
result was "The German
Miracle". Economist Friedman,
in his book Dollars and Deficits
puts it this way: "It was the
simple, natural result of allowing
the most efficient technique
people have ever found for
organizing resources to work
instead of preventing it from
working by trying to fix prices
here, there and everywhere."
The Solution

The solution to inflation is not
price and wage control. Holding
prices, whether of goods or labor,
below the market clearing level
results in shortages. The cure for
inflation is not the treatment of
its symptoms, but the removal of
the cause. Henry Hazlitt says it
best when he says: "The cause
of inflation is the increase of
money and credit. The cure is to
stop increasing money and
credit. The cure for inflation, in
brief, is to stop inflating. It is as
simple as that."

When the price of any commodity is held below the market price,
the supply declines. Thus controlling the price of milk, would
create a milk shortage.
j-rUr_-LrLn_|-|_r

Homecoming calendar
October 11:
8:00 p.m. Coronation & Entertainment

October 12:
6:30p.m. Tug-a-war
8:00 p.m. Noise Parade
9:00 p.m. All Campus Dance

aO

. , .Plant
Parenthood
from . . .

The Red Vase
1136 MAIN
October 11, 1973

838-0782

j|

College Center
Pacific Room

West of Gentle Hall
Arby parking lot
Old Gym

October 13:
9:30 a.m. Alumni Registration
College Center
10:30 a.m. Chalk Talk - Coach McArthur
NewGvm
11:30 a.m. Alumni Luncheon
FoodService Building
Master of Ceremonies: Mr. Stan Kenyon
Host & Hostess: Mr. & Mrs. Frank Ellis
1:00 p.m. Signing of Queen's Walk
Health Center
Planting of Queen's Rose
Cottage
1:30 p.m. Football Game - Southern Oregon College
4:00 p.m. Reception for Faculty, Alumni
College Center
and Guests
Oregon Room
10:00 p.m. All Night Bowling Party
Pioneer Lanes
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OSPIRG investigates truth-in-lending'
The survey found that most
finance companies apparently
are complying with the federal
laws
"Although they had the highest
interest rates quoted during the
study, they were not in
violation," Nelson said. Three
violations were uncovered among
247 finance companies.
"Banks showed the highest
degree of non-compliance with
the Truth-in-Lending Act. Fiftytwo banks or their braanches in
Oregon were found to be clearly
in violation," Nelson said.
This represents about 13
percent of all full service banks in
Oregon."
Nelson said he knew First
National Bank of Oregon had
knowledge of the survey before it
was it was conducted. He
speculates that US National Bank
of Oregon knew as well. Nelson
said he was contacted by an of
ficial of First National Bank who
knew of the survey before it was
conducted.
"Among the remainder of the
banks and their branches in
Oregon, 38 percent were in
violation of the law. This figure is
comparable to the other studies
recently done by the Ohio Public

A student coordinated study or the APR - or the APR in
released today by the Oregon conjunction with other rates.
"This can be very confusing
Student Public Interest Research
Group (OSPIRG) indicated 38 because the ad-on or discount
percent of Oregon's full service methods quoted are usually only
banks -- excluding the two largest half the effective annual interest
national banks serving the state -- rate," Nelson said. "Annual
apparently are violating the percentage rates are usually 10 to
Federal Truth-in-Lending Act. 12 percent, while add-on or
More than 70 OSPIRG volun discount rates are 5 to 6 percent.
"This is confusing," Nelson
teers on 13 campuses par
ticipated in a mass survey of 378 said, "because consumers pay
of Oregon's 400 full service the same amount in interest for
banks, according to Chris Nelson, an add-on or discount rate as they
state coordinator for the Project. would for an annual percentage
Nelson said full service banks rate, even though they ar(
and finance companies were quoted as different rates.
"OSPIRG also found that in
contacted in the survey by
telephone. "Since many con many cases actual monetary
sumers do shop for the best finance charges were not
interest rates over the telephone, quoted," Nelson said.
"Because most consumers
the survey was conducted in the
compare in terms of dollars and
same manner," he said.
The volunteers called bank cents, they should be quoted the
branches to determine if loan financial charge as well as the
officers were quoting interest APR," he said.
"However, we found frequent
rate data required as part of
federal disclosure laws. Each cases where banks would quote
student phoned and inquired the APR, but not mention that
about the interest rates for a certain insurance rates also were
$2,000 auto loan payable over a included," Nelson said. "This
three year period. Federal law makes compairng between banks
required disclosure of the annual who lump insurance rates with
percentage rate (APR) of the APR's and banks who quote only
loan
only.
Researchers the APR difficult."
discovered both add-on and
discount rates being quoted
which could easily confuse
consumers. Add-on rates are
about one-half of the actual an
nual perventage rate.
Oregon's largest banking in
stitutions, US National Bank of
Oregon and First National Bank STATE-LOCAL
Oregon -- Northwest electricity
of Oregon, apparently are
complying with the law in most conservation was improved by
cases, the report showed. Of the more than 6 per cent with an
52
violations
discovered overall regional power usage
statewide, only 3 violations oc reduction of 7 per cent for the
curred in branches of these two week ending September 27 ac
large banks. They represent 239 cording to the Bonneville Power
of Oregon's full service bfank Administration. The reporting
period included four days of Gov.
branches.
The remainder of the state's Tom McCall's ban on outdoor
139 banks surveyed revealed 49 display lighting. BPA ad
violations. "That is a 38 percent ministrator, Don Hodel praised
failure rate in complying with conservation moves but stressed
truth-in-lending laws," Nelson that they must continue to
prevent massive shortages later
said.
Consistent violators, Nelson this winter.
said, were the Oregon Bank, with
Portland - Portland General
10 of its 19 branches in violation; Electric Company, Monday
The Security Bank of Oregon, received a conditional permit to
with 4 of 8 branches violating and use their controversial gas and
Western Bank with 6 of 17 oil fired Harborton turbines to
branches violating the federal generate electricity. The one
year permit was finally granted
law.
Several banks had at least two after several months of hearings.
branches violating the law, Arthur Porter, PGE senior viceNelson said. Those were the president for power supply, said
Commercial Bank, US National the restrictions would make it
Bank of Oregon, Citizens Valley difficult for PGE to meet peak
Bank, Citizens Bank of Oregon demands this winter during the
and the Douglas National Bank. shortages.
Before the Consumer Credit
Salem - More than 500 new
Protection Act of 1968 (Truth-in- Oregon laws passed in the last
Lending Act) was passed by session on the Oregon Legislature
Congress, Nelson said, creditors came into effect Friday, Oct. 5.
would quote the add-on, discount Included was the liberal
marijuana
law
making
possession of less than one ounce
a violation with a fine of $100
instead of a felony.

Interest Action Group and the
Central New York Public Interest
Research Group (CNYPIRG) ,
he said.
,
,
'
"Each of these studies showed
a nearly 40 percent violation rate
among banks surveyed."
The bank interest rate study is
the first of a series of monthly
major student-organized projects
that will be conducted by
OSPIRG during the year. Other
public interest research groups
are conducting similar surveys.
Campus directors of the
OSPIRG sqrvey were:

Keith Longie, SOC; Cindy
Harcastle, Southwest Oregon
Community College; Jerry Edin,
Lane Community College; Mark
Fortier, Oregon State Univer
sity; Phyllis Schneider, OCE;
Deb'y Barnhart, WU ; Ann Weber,
Portland Community College;
Glen MacDonald, Linfield; Art
Hiemstra, Pacific University;
Dick Faith, University of Port
land; Richard Lockner, Reed
College; Sue Rhodes, Lewis and
Clark College and David Legg,
Portland State University.
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New Synopsis
still raging with no settlement in
sight.
Washington D.C. -- Farm, feed
and processed food prices
dropped a record 6 per cent in
September contributing to the
largest decline in wholesale
prices in 25 years.
The
seasonally adjusted decline was
1.5 per cent following the
phenomenal 5.8 per cent jump
from July to August. Although
the worst seems to be past,
President
Nixon's
chief
economist warned the American
people to expect an annual rate of
price increases around 10 per
cent for the remainder of 1973.
This is down considerably from
the 20 per cent increase for the
first half of the year.
Washington D.C. - A number of
newsmen were subpoenaed
Friday by Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew's lawyers in an attempt to
reveal sources of news leaks
concerning the Agnew in
vestigation.

OEA features

Walking Bulls
Dr. Montana H. Rickards
Walking Bull professor of
humanities at Oregon College of
Education, and her husband,
Gilbert Walking Bull, an Oglala
Sioux, will be featured speaker
and singer respectively, at a
segment of the annual meeting of
the
Oregon
Education
Association's Language Arts
Group.
The meeting will be Friday,
Oct. 12, at the State Fairgrounds
in Salem. The program will
feature noted semanticist S. I.
Hayakawa in the morning session
and several afternoon segments
dealing with aspects of minority
literature and culture.
The theme of the presentation
by the Walking Bulls will be "The
Native American in Literature
and Song."

NATIONAL-INTERNATIONAL
Middle East - The worst
fighting since the 1967 war broke
out Saturday in the Middle East
between Egypt, Syria and Israel.
Each side accused the other for
starting the fighting which broke
out on the Jewish holiday Yom
Kippur. Tuesday the fighting was
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8 - Track Stereo Tapes
$097

Reg. $4.95
Now Just

SPOTLIGHT on .
Mile. Catherine D'Hoir
by Diane Willcox

SALEM HEALTH FOODS

U

170 W. Main

Meet Mile. D'Hoir

low. Lessons, here, are a little
cheaper and she has more time to
turn towards gaining her private
pilot's license.
Horse-back riding is another of
"Charming, and very selfreliant," says one colleague of 20 Mile. D'Hoir's favorites. "I like
year-old Mile. Catherine D'Hoir, to go out into the country or the
an exchange student from mountains and spend one or two
France, who is helping Mr. days just riding," she admits.
Larson and Mr. Kiezenia with
Catherine's nearly faultless
their French classes this year. English, the product of 10 years
The green-eyed Parisian of study (three of them at the
arrived in Monmouth three University of Paris) enabled her
weeks ago and has settled-in to work at a French agency in
quickly and efficiently. When England for a few months. She
asked the traditional question of has also enjoyed traveling in
her 'impressions' of OCE, her Switzerland, Belgium and Spain
first reaction was "Ahh, don't ask
Self-reliant? Obviously. And as
Baltimore - Vice President me that!" But then she replied
Spiro T. Agnew resigned from seriously, "Everyone is always for her charm, perhaps yon
office Wednesday afternoon at nice and trying to help you, should meet her and have the
2:05 p.m. EDT after pleading no especially with finding an pleasure of judging for yourself
contest to a tax evasion charge in apartment and moving in."
MEN! -WOMEN!
Baltimore during 1967 when he
Catherine has already begun
JOBS
ON SHIPS! No
was governor of Maryland.
experience required. Ex
President Nixon was informed of flying lessons at the Indepen
cellent pay. Worldwide travel
the Vice President's intentions dence airport. "I don't want to be
Perfect summer job or career.
Tuesday night in a forty minute a (Professional) pilot, but I do
Send $3.00 for information,
meeting between the two in the
^°W
^'. s^e
SEAFAX, Dept. Z-2, P. O. Box
White House. The President fuf ,
Catherine is continuing
GSS?!lr
began in
2049,
Port
Angeles,
expressed regret at Agnew's F
Washington 98362.
resignation but honored his France before her money ran
decision.
New York - Monday, the Action
Committee on Arab-American
Relations asked major oil
companies to spend $10 million to
counter what it called Zionist
propaganda in the United States.
409 CENTER STREET

R 'NL Super Drug
'

lamron 2 photographer catches Mile. Catherine D'Hoir during
study hours. Mile. D'Hoir, an exchange student from Paris,
France, will be helping OCE French instructors in their classes this
year. Well worth meeting, this one! (Photo by Val Camp)

£
838-3237

DOWNTOWN SALEM PLAZA

We have the largest
selection of food suppliments,
natural foods and cosmetics
in the Willamette Valley
MAIL ORDERS - PREPAID OVER 45.
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Woody's Proudly Sells Only The Finest
Farm Fresh Produce And
Super Quality Guaranteed Meats!
V.ovje*'

y^ovN^

-Vfcao

V_o\Ner

-VYian

d20.1I

QvScoo*y

prices

Family Pack

Lb.
LOIN
ROAST

78eL

Lb.

Armour

Armour

FRANKS
12 Oz.

BACON
12 Oz.

78e

09

S&J - Smoked

S&J Sliced

PICNICS

89c

Lb.

w

PORK
Bologna SAUSAGE
CHUNK

Lb.

COUNTRY
RIBS

OODY'S
LOW COST MARKET

BOLOONA

Than
Discount
prices

S&J

GROUND

PORK
CHOPS

Lo^ei"

Than
Discount
prices

0\sc°unt

prices

Cut-Up - Oregon Grown

FRYERS

Lb.

Pork Chop

Bonanza Beef

PATTIES

PATTIES

98*

77V

Filets

Frozen

TURBOTS FISH CAKES

I
Lb.

78V

Lb.

78*.

68V

T3SKEHOME SffiONGS

Vjpi with Our Lower-Priced Quality Foods

<

Downtown Dallas
Pineapple Juice 3/Sl
WCstern Shores - 2."> Ft.

Aluminum Foi14 / $1
Blue Mountain - t l.h. - Jr. Mix

Puppy Food

88c

M.IB - 11 Oz.

Instant Rice

2/89c

Kraft - IH Oz.

Bar-B-Q Sauce 2/89c
lli-C - 4(> Oz.

Grape Drink .. 3/ $1
WE ACCEPT USDA FOOD STAMPS!
/—

V

Smart Shoppers Know - Woody's Produce Is The Freshest!
Local

1 Lb. - Cello

Rutabagos &

Cauliflower

CARROTS

TURNIPS

39c

2/25'

19V

WW W Head

OPEN
8 AM • 10 PM

October 11, 1973

Danish

SQUASH

5/$l |

SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
Prices Effective Seven Days A Week
Thru Tues., Oct. 16, 1973.

Located At Corner Of Main & Oak Sts., Dallas
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You hold your light like so and bounce the beam as far as you can. A young art lover is taking in
Casey s Janus Novum, a vacuum-formed plastic piece in the Faculty Art Show. In the
background is a drawing by Kirk. It's an enlightening show and runs through 2 November in
,n
Campbell Hall's Gallery 107. (Photo by Valli Camp)

Entertainment editor:
'best policy' prevails
Howdy! I've been considering putting into a few
sentences how it feels to control one-fifth of the paper,
but the joys are so many and the list of folks I'd have to
acknowledge would be so long that, ummm...Do you
really believe all that? I think most of you that follow
this section realize I could have a decent part of the
paper with a few less photos (not that they're not good)
if I had one or two regular writers. They could cover
activities in the Music, Art and Humanities depart
ments, making for a more well-rounded Ent. Guide. I've
pleaded and even begged before (since January) and
taken the route of "I've got it comin' out of my ears,"
both to no avail. But, as they say, it's your paper, and
(as I say) you can always submit material. Til the lights
come back on again, I'll still be peckin' at my
typewriter. Have a nice day.
-Dan Tompkins

The more lights on Hoskisson's pots, the more shadows. But then,
you may have a favorite piece you've selected to spotlight. The
whole art faculty is represented. (Photo by Valli Camp)

Slipping into darkness at the faculty art show
by DAN TOMPKINS

Entertainment Editor
Got a light?
Sure, why?
We're gonna need it. Going to
the Faculty Art Show. Campbell
Hall Gallery 107. In the dark.
In the dark?
Yeah, in the dark. You know,
energy shortage, watt watchers
and all that. The Gallery's open
from eight to five and they have
flashlights available in the Art
Office, but let's bring that five
cell light you said you had.
Well, here we are at Campbell
Hall. I like those posters. This is
supposed to be one of those "Two
Bit Shows?"
Yeah, two shows for fall quar
ter. The second one is a drawing
exhibition by Mike Van. Opens
with a reception on the eleventh
of November
but this one's got
variety, man. Selected works by
the whole art faculty. Let's step
inside.
Wow! With the black walls, this
is almost like total darkness. I
don't know where to start.
Start by flipping on your light.
Hey! Catch that piece by Casey.
He's been working with vacuumformed plastic, and that "Janus
Novum" of his really jumps out
at you.
I bet if I moved to the right,
giving that piece a side shot of my
light
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Hrnmm
Hmmm
9nH right next to
and
that figure drawing of Kirk's.
I can't stop moving this light. I
feel like that creature on Stone's
slab piece, "Earth Movers."
Hold it, move back! We're a
little close to Phyllis Richard
son s fiber and leather hanging.
You can back up but I like
getting close to see how she did it.
We should have brought two
lights. Here's something new by
Ruth Culbertson. Crocheted
heads. That one with the glasses
looks awfully familiar.
We're working towards the
door. Let's turn to the middle of
the room and...
Hoskisson's ceramics.
That they are. Dig the shadows
from the big pot with the handles
as I move around it and the
shadow moves along the wall.
Stop! There's a painting by

^

. ___

Cannon, "Elsworth Who?" Isn't
that deep? I wonder what it all
means?
You and your 'meanings'. If
you want to wallow in a painting
for it's meaning, why not pick
something with a lot there, like
Stobie's "Skookum Series?"
What a catchy title. His drawing
by the same name is covered by
glass, which bounces my light..
You and your light!
••••onto Glaeser's "Seismic
Lontlict , looking like some sort
of near-transparent weaving Mv
hand just slipped, and....no it
aidn t, the light struck another
Casey original, "Vasubandu." I'd
like to see him form one of those
pieces.
ee
by Stone
aVM ! seething
ahead. A kind of subtle savagery
^3 cofta and leather!
Medieval.

.and my light turns us to the
next wall, arghhh! A roadblock!
Is Glaeser trying to mess up my
hold on sanity?
Who knows? Maybe you can
relate to these four raku pieces
by Robert Richardson.
He made them look so delicate.
And for a few subtle color
variations, move that light back
here to Mattingly's "Slow Bull."
It s acrylic and charcoal, a sort of
massive and majestic portrayal
of a great American.
I want to look again at some of
Kirk s drawings. "Two Nudes in

a Field." Would you say he's
horsing around?
I wouldn't.
Then there's "Part of It;" I'm
dying to see the rest.
I've got a better idea. Let's find
the door before you stumble upon
some new reflection. I'll come
back later with my pocket
penlight or a light from the art
office. I've decided to rediscover
this show alone.
And I'll return with my miner's
hat and....
Alone.

ACTION THEATRE
16 mm Feature

•Books

• Magazines

• Novelties
Adults Orily
--5-N_f2Hmercial

364-0792

Want to sing?
OCE students are beginning
efforts to start a group that will
be involved entirely with con
temporary music. The group
needs sixteen voices and full
instrumentation of a rock nature
Tryouts will be held Monday

22**. 15 ;n the Music Hall
Auditorium from 6 to 10 p m
If your interested stop in A lot
of musical experience is „ot
necessary ,f you've got the talent
(re., Do you sing in the shower
and everyone applauds?)

S
f
r a
m
f
tables in the Game Area of the Cone ge Ce°nTeTweTdmUm is doe Th
you re an early rising photographer. (Photo by Tim Johnson)
e

P°0'' Yf°Ur choice of four
e" °

U"'eSS maybe

Series of very fine films at
Portland Art Museum now
by DAN TOMPKINS

An un-titled un-roadblock by Glaeser in the Faculty Art Show
rins painting might sneak up on you, if you're turning the corner
lather suddenly. (Photo by Valli Camp)

• t SiPe*C'? col,e9e discount rate of $16 for season
tickets to Lancaster Mall's American Film Theatre
series is available until Friday noon only. Come to
Mr. Page s office, Swindel Hall 209, ext. 310.

The Northwest Film Study
Center is presenting six series of
outstanding motion pictures in
the auditorium at the Portland
Art Museum. Thursday evenings
are devoted to The Silent Years
(SY), a selection of silent films;
Saturday afternoon
Movie
Matinees (MM) include fantasy
and adventure films; World
Cinema (WC) and Hollywood
Gold (HG) on Saturday nights
are programs of little-seen
foreign and American films, and
Sunday evenings are reserved for
Repertory Classics (RC) and
From Another Medium (AM),
films drawn from the classic
repertoire and from literature
and drama.

Goats Head Soup reviewed . . .

The matinees are at 2, evening Beatrice Lillie's first and only
shows are at 8 (double features silent. (SY)
are at 7:30). General admission is
20 - Treasure Island (1935),
$1.50 and the matinees are 75c. with Wallace Beery and Jackie
And now, the schedule (all films Cooper. (MM)
are in October):
20 -- Open City (1945), Roberto
11 -Four Horsemen of the Rossellini's neorealist film. (WC)
Apocalypse and The Conquering
21 -- Olympia (1936), Leni
Power (1921), Valentino's first Riefenstahl's poetic documen
starring picture and an MGM tary of the Olympic games. (RC)
rediscovery. (SY)
2£-- Nosferatu (1922), the silent
13 -- Call of the Wild (1935), horror classic of F. W. Murnau
Clark Gable directed by William (SY)
Wellman. (MM)
13 -- Marilyn (1970) and Let's
27 -- The Invisible Man (1933),
Make Love (1960), a
com with Claude Rains, directed by
pilation film and a feature James Whale. (MM)
starring Marilyn Monroe. (HG)
27 - Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
14 -- Long Day's Journey into (1932), the Mamoulian version
Night (1962), the O'Neill drama with Fredric March (HG)
with
Katherine
Hepburn,
28 -- Passages from Finnegan's
directed by Sidney Lumet. (AM)
Wake (1967), Mary Ellen Bute's
18 - Exit Smiling (1926), Joycean homage. (AM)

The Rolling Stones seen as middle-aged rockers
by THE DUKE
Maybe the changing of the
guard will be orderly after all
Now that the Stooges have
hammered Led Zeppelin to the
canvas and now that the Blue
Oyster Cult has cut the Stones at

every turn, what's left? Or who.
Who? Right. And Slade. Slade
will be the new Who. Just as BOC
is the new greatestrockandrollbandintheworld Stones. You
watch. An orderly change, a
smooth transition, the passing of
the torch from one firm grip to

OCE Students Come Enjoy

Waldo's
Open 7 p.m. to IT: 45 p.m. Sun - Thurs
7 p.m. to 1 a.m. Fri - Sat
Latest place open in Monmouth

Plan to see:

Joe Anderson
and his request piano.
"

name
Youit he plays it."

Watch the lamron 2 for future happenings. Waldo's Den is
located in the food service building and is sponsored for the
students by IDC.
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another. Right? Wrong.
Nothing in rock and roll is
smooth, by definition. The
Stooges are anything but orderly.
And I doubt Iggy Pop has a firm
grip on anything. Two more
years for him, maybe three. Or
maybe none. But why not? What
kind of a future is there for an old
rocker? String arrangements.
Dead colleagues, like wild horse
Parsons himself. Songs against
drugs.
Do you realize that there isn't a
song on the radio that rocks less
than the new Stones single?
"Angie" is rock and roll in the
same way that Carole King is. I
like it and listen for it, but that
has more to do with Nicky
Hopkins' talents than those of any
Rolling Stone and besides my
favorite CK song has always been
"Locomotion". I don't pretend
that it always will be, I'll stop
dancing before I stop listening ,
but not today. Can you dance to
Goats Head Soup? Do you? Does
this record force you to respond
the way muddy old Exile On Main
Street did? Does this record force
you to respond at all?
You sit through this record
don't you. Yep. It is a middle
aged record. It is very con
servative. It seems to exhale, to
slump back in its armchair. You
can tell that the people who made
this record are rich, and well
dressed. Jagger doesn't seduce
anybody until the last song.
Of the mellowness that is the
album's core, "Coming Down
Again" is the best. It is an ex
cellent song made better by Keith

Richard's vocal, a band that the new "Sympathy For The
works together and that subdued, Devil" then that someone should
almost wrenching horn break. It join the aforementioned PR man
also doesn't approach the power on the next boat out. Bad sopg,
the band can create.
worst by the Stones in memory.
The only song that does is "Star
"Silver Train" hurts too,
Star". The publicity this cut has because it's such a good song.
received so far centers around Johnny Winter's version kicks
the chorus ("Did you hear what the walls down. This one never
he said?") and intended title. catches fire, concentrating too
Although it may have been long on an inept harp riff. Better
designed as a gimmick song with would have been to let Mick
an especially catchy hook, it Taylor stomp awhile. His guitar
comes out more than that. The playing all over the album is
band chops like they were born to wonderful, making you forget
do it, Richard riffs like he just that was-wah is bottom of the line
invented rhythm guitar and I'm technology.
on my feet for the only time
What else? "D00...D00" is
during the album. Sure I like the almost exactly level, a great
lyrics, who doesn't?
Taylor break balancing out the
"Can You Hear the Music" is lame chorus. "Hide Your Love"
probably the strongest and most drones along nicely and would fit
promising cut. Like "Moonlight
well in its place in the middle of
Mile" did, "Music" hints at a
side two if the rest of the album
more exotic direction for this had any character. "Winter".
band of bands. Whether that
Eh, not so bad if you don't mind
promise will be fulfilled is still
hearing young people grow old.
problematical of course, and if
"100 Years Ago." Ditto, with
instead it results in more pluses for Taylor and the much
profound bummers like "Dan appreciated time change.
cing With Mister D." we might as
If I sound complacent, I am.
well all throw up our hands and It's that kind of album, made
call it a day.
more for winters and comings
The PR man who billed "Mr. down again than midnight
D" as a "devilish reggae num rambles or nlaving with fire. It
ber" has rocks in his head. It's as belongs on FM. In fact one FM
much reggae as my left arm and jock I heard called this a great
the closest I've ever been to album, and for a while both "Star
Jamaica is the viewer's side of a Star" and "Can You Hear The
movie screen. If it were simply a Music" sounded like FM hits.
matter of mislabelling, who'd Fine. He can think so, and the
mind, but it's not. The mix is songs certainly deserve it. My
jumbled, the lyrics forced, the feelings though, run closer to
sound effects ridiculous and it's those of the groupie who replied
about as catchy as pregnancy in a after she'd finally scored Mick
rest home. If it opens the album Jagger, "Yeah, he'sgood but he's
because someone had it picked as no Mick Jagger."
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Women's Art Show opens soon

lamron 2's

Entertainment Guide

Calendar of events
ART
A Women's Art Show will be in the College
Center 15 October - 2 November. The first
two weeks feature work of local women
artists.
Paintings and prints by Demetrios
Jameson will be at the Bush Barn in Salem
through 30 October. Gallery hours are 9:30 5, Tuesday through Friday; 1-5 on Saturday
and Sunday.
"The Far North: 2000 Years of American
Eskimo and Indian Art" is at the Portland
Art Museum through 18 November. SW Park
& Madison.
A group exhibition featuring blown glass
by Ray Ahlgren & Dan Schwoerer, jeweled
porcelain by David Frank, jewelry by Tom
Hardy, ceramics by Gordon Harkinson and
terra cotta by Judy Teufel is at the Con
temporary Crafts Gallery in Portland
through 28 October. 3834 SW Corbett.
"Craig's Corner," a series of pen and ink
drawings by Ron Craig, appears weekly in
lamron 2's Entertainment Guide.
FILMS

Saturday 13 October is the birthdate of
Paul Simon (1941), Cornel Wilde (1918),
Laraine Day (1920), Pamela Tiffin (1942)
and the beginning of the 1973 World Series.
Sunday 14 October begins National School
Lunch Week.
Tuesday 16 October is National Boss Day
and the birthdate of Jerry Garcia.
Wednesday 17 October is Alaska Day.
Thursday 18 October is the start of the
International Mptor Exhibition, Earl's
Court, London.

featuring valley art in CC
In the past woman has been
deterred from exploring her
creative potential in the arts by
the myth that child-bearing
satisfies all her needs for
creative fulfillment. Although the
myth still holds sway, and will
until our institutions undergo
radical change, women in great
numbers, are breaking free from
such limiting attitudes.
With this in mind the

Craig's
corner
Ron

Monmouth - Independence
Women's Collective and the
Student Services Center of the
Oregon College of Education are
sponsoring a Women's Art Show,
to be held from October 15
through November 2, in the
College Center, OCE Campus.
For the first two weeks, Oct. 1526, space will be devoted to OCE
art students and artists from the
Monmouth - Independence
community.
Artists from other cities in the
Willamette Valley will display
their work during the final week,
Oct. 29-Nov. 2. Artists showing
this final week will be available
in Campbell Hall, room No. 102,
Monday, Oct. 29, at l:oo p.m. to
discuss their work, their ex
periences as women artists with
all interested persons. They will

be on hand again that evening at
7:00 p.m. for an informal
gathering in the Oregonian Room
of the College Center.
Student and community artists
are asked to bring their work to
the College Center Office bet
ween the hours of 8:00 a.m. - 5:00
p.m. on Thursday and Friday,
Oct. 11 and 12 (art will be
received and receipted at that
time), and to pick up work by 4:00
p.m. , Friday, Oct. 26 at the
College Center office. Receipts
are requested for pick-up.
Artists showing the third week
may bring their work to the
College Center Office from 4:00
p.m. Friday, Oct. 26 to 4:00 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 27. Pick up dates
are Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 3
and 4, from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

"Great Expectations" is at the Music Hall
Auditorium, Friday at 7 & 9 p.m. Saturday
afternoon at 2, "Under Two Flags" will be at
MHA. Both are 35c.
"Night Watch," starring Elizabeth Taylor
and Laurence Harvey, is at the Cinema 21,
NW 21st & Hoyt, Portland.
"A Touch of Class" is now playing at the
Lancaster Mall Theatre in Salem.
"Funny Car Summer" is current at the
Capitol Theatre in Salem.
"Lady Ice" and "Maurie" are at the
Elsinore in Salem.
I
"Fantasia" is at the State Theatre, 219 SW
3rd, Corvallis.
"Hit" is current at the Varsity Theatre,
115 SW 2nd, Corvallis.
"The Stone Killer" is now playing at the
Whiteside Theatre, 361 SW Madison, Cor
vallis.
THEATRE
"The Doctor in Spite of Himself" is at Fir
Acres Theatre, 15 20 October . Lewis and
Clark College, Portland.

The AirForce ROTC
College Program has 3
things to offer that other
college programs don't.

"The Price" is at the Pentacle 19-27 Oc
tober. 324 NW 52nd Ave., Salem.
The Alvin Ailey City Center Dance Theatre
is at the portland Civic Auditorium, 26 & 27
October at 8.30 p.m.
"A Funny Thing Happened on The Way to
The Forum" will be in the OCE Theatre 8, 9,
10, 15, 16, 17 November at 8:15 p.m. Tickets
available at College Center Office.
MUSIC
The heavy organ of Virgil Fox (with
revelation lights) will be at the Portland
Civic Auditorium, Monday 15 October.
The Salem Symphony Concert, featuring
members of the W. U. Quintet and violinist
Klemi Hambourg will be at the Willamette's
Smith Auditorium, Wednesday 17 October at
8:15 p.m.

1. 6,500 scholarships.
2. $100 monthly allowance.
3. Free flying lessons.

Joe Anderson will play what you request
Saturday 20 October at 9 p.m. in Waldo's
Den. Food Service Building.

There will be a student recital in the Music
Hall Auditorium, Tuesday 23 October at 3:30
p.m.
The 5th Dimension will be at the Portland
Civic Auditorium, Thursday 1 November at 7
& 10 p.m.
TELEVISION
"Do you Support the President's Refusal
to Turn Over the White House Tapes? "is the
topic on "The Advocates," tonight at 8 on
PBS.
"Qracula", starring Jack Palance is on
Ch. 6, Friday night at 9.
"The Anderson Tapes," starring Sean
Connery is on Ch. 8, Saturday night at 9.
"One of a Kind," a series on musicians
who are unique in their field; this week:
Steeleye Span. Sunday night at 7:30 p.m. on
PBS.
"Dance Theatre of Harlem with Arthur
Mitchell" is on PBS, Tuesday night at 8.
"Bill Cosby on Prejudice" is on PBS,
Tuesday night at 9.
RADIO
KINK FM stereo 102 (Portland).
FOCUS list for 11, 12, 15 16 & 17 October is
Butterfield Blues Band (early), Jimi Hen
drix, Roberta Flack, Jerry Jeff Walker and
Blood, Sweat and Tears. Each FOCUS is on a
weeknight from 7 7:30 .
ALBUM REVIEW for 13 October is
"Streetnoise" by Julie Driscoll, Brian Auger
& the Trinity. Each ALBUM REVIEW ison a
Saturday night at 10.
SUNDAY SPECIAL for 14 October is Deep
Purple in a BBC concert from 1970. Each
SUNDAY SPECIAL is on a Sunday night at
10. The next SPECIAL is also a BBC concert
from 1970, featuring Traffic.
OTHER
Friday 12 October is the birthdate of Tony
Kubek (1936).

Enroll in Air Force ROTC.
Contact Captain Simpson
At The StudentCenterwidnesdQys79~AM~3~p/^
Find Yourself A Future In Air Force ROTC.
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Zoology class served octopus
What do you do with a leftover
octopus which can no longer be
used for scientific research? The
Invertebrate Zoology class,
under the direction of Dr. David
McCorkle, came up with an
unusual
answer-Octopizzapie.
The class arranged with Will
Lampke, OCE student employed
at the Pizza Hut, to have the
octopus prepared Oct. 2. The
otcopus, which had been frozen,
was skinned, and the arms were
cut into half-inch thick disks.
44Then you rinse the meat. The
only trouble was we forgot to
drain it, so the meat was a little
soggy " said Dr. McCorkle.

The OCE OSPIRG local board will be holding it's meetings weekly
on Thursday nights at 7 p.m. in the OSPIRG office. Anyone interested
is welcomed and encouraged to attend.
Applications for a local board position may be picked up during the
local board meeting or all day Friday. They are due in the OSPIRG
SPO No. 107 by this Monday. Elections will be held Thursday and
Friday, Oct. 18 and 19.

-b + +
The Monmouth Women's Collective will meet Thursday, Oct. 11 at 7
p.m. in the Willamette Room of the College Center. The monthly
business meeting (the second Thursday of each month, same time and
location) is held for collective decision making, planning and project
reports. This is the best time for newly interested women to become
informed about the group's activities, to express their own needs, and
to become involved. All community and campus women (employees
and students) are welcome. Childcare is provided in the basement
fireplace room of Todd Hall, beginning at 6:45 p.m.
The Crisis Service committee regarding rapes and beatings will
meet right after the business meeting at approximately 9 p.m.

Eight students participated in
the event, commenting4'the meat
was good, but the suckers were
tough and hard to chew." Most
were willing to try it again.
Two octopi were caught on a
field trip to the coast two weeks
ago. The class is studying
Mesozoans, organisms which live
in the kidney of octopi. The oc
topus not eaten will be kept for
dissection.
Deep fat frying actually brings
out the taste of the meat ac
cording to Dr. McCorkle. "It
tastes somewhat like scallop, but
has its own delicate flavor."
A "crab lab" is planned for
later this term in which students
will catch and study crabs, and
then eat them.
One surprising event capped
the Octopizzapie extravaganza.
One octopus arm had been kept
intact to garnish the pizza, and
when a customer saw Will
waving it around, she almost
fainted.

>125.00
2 - Bedroom
Furnished
Townhouse Apt
350 E. Powell
or
Call 363-0097
Manager Wanted

down the street

+++
The French club will hold an organizational meeting on Wednesday,
Oct 17 in the Willamette Room of the College Center. Contact
President Mike Wiens if you wish additional information.

+++

Queen of the 1973 Homecoming Weekend will be crowned at an
entertainment evening in the College Center Pacific Room at 8 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 11. Friday, Oct. 12, the traditional tug-a-war will begin
at 6:30 p.m., noise parade at 8 p.m., and all-campus dance at 9 p.m.
The football game with Southern Oregon College will start at 1:30
p.m., Saturday, with the all-night bowling party at the Pioneer Lanes
in Independence starting at 10 p.m.

+++
All clubs and student organizations on campus must be chartered
with the college. Forms are available at the Student Govt. Office, just
ask for Dan Christensen.

+++

Eight students from Dr. McCorkle's Zoology class feasted on the
Octopizzapie pictured here. Garnishing the pizza is one octopus
arm, kept intact to use for that purpose. (Photo by Tim Johnson)

Petitions for JV Rally are available in the Student Government
Room. The petition deadline is Oct. 16.

+++
The OCE Faculty Art Show is open now through Nov. 2, 8-5 p.m.,
weekdays at the Campbell Hall Gallery 107

-b ~b ~b

OCE Professor Hiatt
to speak on travels

An organizational meeting for establishing a Co-operative Day-Care
Center on campus will be held Wednesday, Oct. 17, at 7 p.m., in the
College Center TV Room.

+++

Confederation of Organizations of
the Teaching Profession which
met in Nairobi, Kenya, Africa,
Aug. 1-8. Dr. Hiatt was the United
States representative for the
Association of Supervision and
Curriculum Development.
She will also show slides of her
six weeks tour of Ethiopia,
Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia, Zaire,
Cameroun and other African
Dr. Hiatt will report on action countries which preceded her
at the assembly of the World attendance at the assembly.

Salem Xi Chapter of Alpha
Delta Kappa., teachers' honorary
society, will hear Dr. Margaret
L. Hiatt, professor of education at
Oregon College of~ Education,
describe her recent trip to Africa
Monday, Oct. 15, at 7 p.m. The
group will meet at the home of
Dr. Gloria McFadden, associate
professor of education at OCE.

(Oct. 16, marks Humanities Night, featuring Mt. Hood Community
College poets reading from their own works. Open to the public in the
College Center Willamette Room at 8 p.m.

+ -b +
This Friday's campus movie is "Great Expectations", 7 and 9 p.m.,
Music Hall Auditorium, cost is 35 cents Saturday's matinee feature is
"Under Two Flags", 2 p.m., cost is also 35 cents.

-b + +
Student Oregon Education Assoc. (SOEA) will be meeting in the
College Center Deschutes Room Thursday, Oct. 11, at 7 p.m. Dr.
Richard Jensen, Assistant Professor Of Education at OCE, will be
discussing the topic, "Encouraging the Discouraged Child." For more
information on SOEA contact local chapter president Melinda Tan,
call 838-4355.

-b + +
There will be an All-Campus Blood Drive on Oct. 30-31, at the College
Center, so get ready to roll up your sleeve and give, so others may live.

• APARTMENTS •

-b + +

RESERVE YOUR CHOICE NOW
Description
Sunrise Apts.
339 - 365 W. Jackson
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Richard Dinsmore
Apt. #9 Phone 838-2728

Windjammer South
471 S. Monmouth Ave.
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Curt Fuston
Apt. #1 Phone 838-4726

Maple Court
331 S. Monmouth Ave.
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr. Dan Palmer
Apt. #13 Phone 838-1525

Windjammer North
180 W. Ackerman
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Ray Files
Apt. #25 Phone 838-1216

Walnut Court
270 - 280 - 290 S. Warren
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Dan Powell
270 #12 Phone 838-2145
October 11, 1973

Fall Rates

1 Bedroom, Furnished & Unfurnished
Carpeted, All Electric & Free
TV, Booster Hook-up. Close to
School (1 block). Water & Garbage
Paid.
2 Bedroom Furnished &
Unfurnished. Carpeted,
All Electric, Major
Appliances, Free TV,
Booster Hook-up and
Court Yard w/stream.
Water & Garbage Paid.
1 & 2 Bedroom, Furnished and
Unfurnished. Carpeted, All
Electric, Court Yard, Free TV,
Booster Hook-up, Water &
Garbage Paid.
2 Bedroom, Furnished &
Unfurnished. Carpeted, All
Electric, Major Appliances,
Free TV, Booster Hook-up
and Large Court Yard w/fountain.
Water & Garbage Paid.
3 Studio Apartments, 1 & 2 Bedroom
Furnished or Unfurnished. Carpeted,
All Electric, Free TV Booster Hook-up &
Major Appliances. Convenient to
Shopping. Water & Garbage Paid.

>110

All students, off-campus, commuter and those living in the dorms
need to obtain a Student Post Office box (SPO). The boxes are free, but
you must stop by the College Center Office and ask for one. Alice
Yoder, secretary of the office, states that she is having to return im
portant mail to the sender, because the addressee does not have an
SPO box.

+++

The Learning Activities Resource Center will operate on the
following schedule this term: the lab will be open 9-5 p.m. daily, and 710 p.m. Monday, Wednesday and Thursday. The UMC / ASEIMC will
be opened 8-5 p.m. daily and 7-10 p.m. Monday through Thursday.

-b-b-b
and up

•125
and up

»119S0
and up

WANTED - six to eight OCE students to participate in a structured,
small group experience designed to facilitate coping with and over
coming fear and anxiety when making speeches and class
presentations. Contact Dr. Bill Venema, Counseling Center, 203, the
Cottage, or call 838-1220, Ext. 396, for an appointment.

-b~b~b
Fall term play, "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the
Forum," will be presented Nov. 8-10 and 15-17 in the OCE Little
Theater. The play will be directed by Dr. Allen Adams. Don't miss this
hilarious comedy!

+++
Saturday's football game is with SOC at 1:30 p.m. Look for the
Wolves to bounce back from last week's disappointment.

+++

•125
and up

The Dean's Rap Sessions, which are being held throughout the
campus each Thursday at 2 p.m., are posted, as to location, on your
fall term calendar. If you didn't pick one up during registration week,
they are available at the College Center Office. Go out and meet your
Dean's! You may find that they're human.

+++

This week's soccer match is with Lewis & Clark College, 2 p.m.,
Saturday. The field behind the New PE Building.

•98
and up

+++

OCE Women's Field Hockey with Willamette Univ., 4 p.m., Monday.
Women's Volleyball with Univ. of Oregon, 5 p.m., Tuesday.

~b "b "b
Next Thursday's Bowling match will be with Oregon State Univ., at
Pioneer Lanes in Independence.

It was a dreary day last
Saturday in Monmouth, and it
was a dreary day for the OCE
football team as they fell to
Western Washington 19-14 in
OCE's season home opener.
The OCE offense, led by
(clockwise from the upper)
left Doug Trice (14), Mike
Rooney (81), Tom Horn (15),
and Steve Sears (30), moved
the ball well, but could score
only two touchdowns.^Western
stopped the Pack offense
without scoring four times
inside the VVWSC 25 yard line.
(Photos by Tim Johnson)
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WWSC win 19-14

I m
by TED GRIMSRUD

It figured to be a one-sided
football game. After all OCE had
solidly
beaten
Eastern
Washington in the season opener.
Then hadn't the Savages, oops,
Eagles
crushed
Western
Washington the next week? So by
simple deduction you should
figure the Wolves would have no
trouble. Right? No, wrong. Once
again the folly of comparing
scores was shown up as WWSC
knocked EvCo leading OCE out of
first place with a 19-14 upset last
Saturday.
The wet, windy season home
opener for OCE was an exciting,
albeit sloppily played ballgame.
But it started out looking like a
typical OCE victory.
OCE took the opening kickoff
and moved right down to the
Western 33 before tailback Doug
Trice was stopped just short of
the first down on 4th and 1. But
again the OCE defense came
through with what seemed to be
the big play. After a first down,
Western fumbled and OCE had
the ball on the 50.
Quarterback Tom Horn wasted
little time in putting the ball in
the air for the Pack as his screen
pass the fullback Steve Sears
took the ball down to the WWSC
32. Then on 4th and 7 on the 29,
Trice moved the ball down to the
19 on a draw play. But he lost the
ball when he was tackled and the
Vikings recovered.
Again the OCE defense was
tough, as a penalty and two sacks
moved Western back to their own
three. Following a punt OCE had
the ball on the Viking 36.
It took the Wolves 8 plays to
score from there. On first down
following the punt, Horn hit end
Mike Rooney for a 20 yard gain

cost OCE home opener

&h°e!SV6- ?n third down

irom the 16 Horn kept it himself
fnn3(h rd g3'n down to the? On

gained three
to
pet dthe
r\TriCe
to get
first down by just

inches. The touchdown came
three plays later when Trice ran
it over from the five
Western came right back
following the kickoff as thev
showed that they weren't about to
concede. The Vikings simply ran
over the Pack, as Western drove
70 yards in 14 plays in an
impressive drive which took over
six minutes. The touchdown
came on an eight yard run by
J
Tom Wigg.
The rest of the first half was
lull of frustration for OCE as
twice they drove deep in to
WWSC territory without scoring
The first time the ball got as deep
as the Viking 24 before the OCE
drive
was
thwarted.
A
questionable offensive pass
interference penalty on Mike
Rooney is what really hurt as it
moved the ball back to the
Western 39.
Then, with about 4:30 left in the
first half the OCE defense
recovered another fumble, this
one on the WWSC 31. The Wolves
moved the ball down to first and
goal on the nine, but the Viking
defense stiffened and a fourth
down pass by Horn was picked off
in the end zone. So the half ended
with OCE leading just 7 to 6 after
passing up an opportunity to
really take control of the game.
It was early in the second half
when the game changed around
OCE wide receiver Steve Russell (83) makes a fine diving catch here in the Wolves 19-14 loss to
and WWSC took control. After the
Western Washington last Saturday here in Monmouth. Russell has been one of quarterback Tom
OCE defense had stopped
Horn's main targets in all of OCE's first three games. OCE now sports a 2 win 1 loss record in the
Western following the kickoff, the
Evergreen Conference which puts them in second place behind league leading Central
Wolves took over possession and
Washington, who the Pack meets November 3 in Monmouth. This week OCE hosts SOC in the
started to move the ball, going
Wolves homecoming game Saturday. (Photo by Tim Johnson)
down to the Western 33. Then, on
third and three, Horn tried to threw a poor pitch to Trice,
pitch to Trice on the option play. although this one was recovered Horn hit fullback Steve Sears on a receivers covered and kept the
screen pass; Sears then fumbled ball himself. A measurement was
The pitch was behind Trice, and by Trice, it netted a 10 yard loss the ball away.
needed but he was short of the
Viking defensive end Emil and another deep penetration
The OCE defense then came up first down by inches and OCE's
Whitman picked the ball up and went for naught.
with one last big play, blocking a first loss of 1973 was assured.
ran it 60 yards for the go-ahead
This missed opportunity cost Viking punt with about 3:00 left.
Thousands of Topics
SOC is the Wolves next op
touchdown.
For
the
second
time
the Wolves dearly. Whereas they After an incomplete pass Horn hit ponent, Saturday here in Mon
$2.75 per page
Western missed the conversion had a great chance to move into Rooney for an eight yard gain to mouth. A big game for OCE, as
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
and the Vikings led 12-7.
the lead, instead they gave up the the Western 26. But the next pass they all are now if the Pack is to
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
OCE continued to move the ball ball and Western came back and was incomplete, and on fourth unseat Central Washington as the
to cover postage (delivery time is
well as they moved the ball down scored. The big play for the down Horn rolled right, saw his EvCo champion.
1 to 2 days).
to the Western 12 yard line in a Vikings was a 52 yard run by
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
drive in which the ball was kept Carlos Warren, who ended up
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
almost strictly on the ground. But with 169 yards for the game. End
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
once again the Pack couldn't Ragen Humphrey scored the
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
push the ball over. On third and touchdown on an 11 yard pass
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.
four from the 12, Horn again from Tom Luehman.
So now the Wolves' were
backed against the wall. But they
didn't give up. A 77 yard drive
from Oregon, Washington, Idaho
"Good serves, call for it, and Montana.
ended with Horn's one yard
quarterback sneak for OCE's control," are just a few of the
The tournament will begin
second touchdown and the WWSC many coaching words given to Friday, Nov. 30 at 8 a.m. and will
the
OCE
Womens
Volleyball
lead was cut to five, 19-14. On that
continue through Saturday, Dec.
drive, Horn mixed the run well team by Coach Irma Penwell. 1 with finals slated for 4 p.m.
with the pass, two 16 yard runs by Thirty-six women are competing
Happy Birthday Christy and Joan!
Lost: Long haired g r a y m a l e c a t with
On Tuesday, Nov. 16, OCE will
Jenny, Kerry, Cindy, Theresa, Kim,
white spot on front of neck. If found
Trice,
10 and 12 yard passes to for the available positions. With host University of Oregon with
Diane,
Becky,
Joann,
Jean,
Vickie,
contact 160 N. Whitman, Apt. 12.
Rooney, and a 14 yard pass to the high level of skill OCE should JV's playing at 5 p.m. and
Lynette, Kelly, Karen, Jean, Nancy.
Trice being the big plays. The prove to be the number one Varsity at 6 p.m. The public is
Personal: H a v e a happy birthday, Dad.
score came with 11:37 left in the college volleyball team in the invited to attend all games and
Love, Dan.
C O R V A L L I S
C O M M U T E R S
game so the Pack had lots of time Northwest.
ORGANIZE! Contact Paula Beers,
admission is free. Games are
For Salp- 1971
This year OCE will be hosting played in the NPE Gym.
to win it.
But it was not to be. OCE had two top tournaments for the
two big efforts left, but both Northwest. On Saturday, Nov. 10,
ended in failure. The first came at OCE, the State High School
when they got the ball on their Volleyball Tournament will begin
IN INDEPENDENCE
own nine with about six minutes at 8 a.m. with finals at 6, 7 and 8
remaining. Two passes to flanker p.m. Highlights of this year's
Steve Russell and one to Rooney season will be the Pacific Nor Saturday, October 13 -- Football
vs. Southern Oregon, 1:30
moved the ball to the WWSC 46. thwest Women's Volleyball
Monmouth; Soccer vs. Lewis
"We Babv Your Bug"
Tournament
at
OCE
with
teams
But, after three running plays to
and Clark, 2:00 Monmouth;
the 38, the Wolves lost the ball.
"Our Work & Prices
Cross Country at OSU In
Are Second to None"
vitational, 11:00, Corvallis.
Monday, October 15 - Field
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR
Hockey vs. Willamette, 4:00,
MAJOR MOTOR OVERHAUL
PARTS AND SERVICE
Monmouth
your tobacconist,
TUNE UPS
Tuesday, October 16 --Volleyball
Dick Van Horne
vs. Oregon, 5:00, Monmouth
Thursday, October 18 --Bowling
fine imported pipes
vs. Oregon State, Pioneer
mail order service
Lanes
Saturday, October 20 -Football
quality tobacco
vs. Eastern Oregon, 1:30,
blended in our shop
325 Court Street NE
LaGrande; Soccer vs. Por
tland CC, 2:00, Monmouth;
phone 585-7600
838-9979
Cross Country vs. Lewis &
300 N Main, Ind0.
Clark, 11:00, Portland.

RESEARCH

Volleyballers open
1973 campaign

Want ads

Upcoming
sports
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The Column
by Ted Grimsrud

It hurts to lose. And it hurts even more when you lose
after expecting to win easily. That's what happened to
OCE last weekend and boy, did it hurt. Why did the
Wolves lose? There is, of course, no easy answer.
However, one thing is evident, when you are rated
number one, everyone wants a shot at you. I think there
is little doubt that Western Washington was much more
psyched up playing OCE (rated number one in the
EvCo) than they would be playing a weaker team such
as OIT.
It's interesting to note that Saturday OCE corrected
somewhat two of their problems from the first two
games. The Pack was penalized only 25 yards as
compared to over 90 in both of the first two games. Also,
both PAT kicks were good Saturday. In the first two
games OCE had been successful just 4 out of 10 times.
You hate to lose important games when you know you
should have won. OCE easily outgained Western in total
offense. Four times the Pack penetrated inside the
WWSC 25 yard line without scoring. And what proved
to be the Vikings winning touchdown was scored on a 60
yard return with a fumble recovery.
On paper, the OCE offense had a fine game. Tom Horn
was 15 for 27 passing and Doug Trice rushed for over 130
yards. But the offense couldn't get the points on the
board, and that's the name of the game.
OCE's defense did an adequate job, allowing just two
touchdowns. But whereas Wolf opponents had totaled
just 47 net yards rushing in the first two games, the
Vikings ran for exactly 200 yards on the ground. There
can be no doubt that OCE sorely missed the services of
strong side linebacker Jim Bachmeir, who was forced to
miss the game with an injury.
As everyone knows, though, this loss certainly didn't
knock OCE from contention in the EvCo race. The
Wolves knew when the season started that they had to
beat Central Washington to win the title. Well, that's
still true, provided OCE also beats Eastern Oregon and
Southern Oregon. Central's 21-12 win over EOC clearly
put them in the favorites position, but along with OCE,
CWSC. must also play the other two Washington schools
this season, and both have shown the ability to play with
anyone. It should be an interesting finish.

OCE crushed in soccer opener
by PAT LEUTWYLER
OCE's Soccer team, coached
by Frank Balke, ended up on the
bottom, as Pacific university
continued its winning ways, by
beating the Monmouth kickers, 81, last Saturday at Forest Grove.
Pacific's Boxers, fresh from a
7-2 victory over Willamette, the
previous week, completely
dominated the game. Minutes
after the start of the game, the
Boxer's scored their first goal
and minutes later, they scored
again.
This was OCE's first game and
the first is always the toughest,
as they soon found out. Both
teams played fairly well on the
wet field, with Pacific having the
advantage of better ball control.
Pacific was guilty of several
off-sides violations and there
were others in which the referee
failed to call at all or was too late
in making his call. A player is off
sides when he is nearer his
opponent's goal than the ball at
the moment the ball is played.
OCE's main problem in the
game was their lack of accurate
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second half of play. OCE tried for
two more goals, but failed,
thanks to the Pacific defense.
OCE's next game will be this
Saturday, here at Monmouth and
will begin at 2 p.m. against Lewis
and Clark College.

Tyrer falls
to weather

Steve Tyrer, Oregon College of
Education's champion race
walker, encountered bad weather
during the first half of his
weekend effort to walk 100 miles
in 24 hours on the Willamette U
track, and had to stop after 11
hours of heel-and-toe effort.
Tyrer had finished 50 miles and
was still "on-the-pace" of the
national outdoor record of 20
hours and 18 minutes for the 100
miles when he stopped just before
midnight to have his legs rubbed
down after 10 hours and 11
minutes of walking in Saturday's
cold rainy weather.
"I shouldn't have stopped,"
Tyrer says in retrospect, "in
spite of the rubdown and
+++
liniment, I just couldn't get back
on the pace. The weather turned
I returned to form last week, correctly picking 6 out of unusually cold, cramps started in
7 games with only the OCE-WWSC game keeping me my legs, and I had to stop."
Tyrer did not expect to con
from a perfect record. For the season, I'm now 19 and 5
good for a better than respectable .792 percentage. That tinue at the record pace. His
goal was for a lesser ac
makes this the week I go over .800.
complishment: to walk 100 miles
Oregon 21 California 20 - Don't ask me why. I'm just in 24 hours, which would have
an incurable Oregon fan. But I think that the Ducks may made him the sixth man in the
be ready to finally win one. California is no powerhouse, United States to accomplish the
but they do have a very potent offense, having scored 109 feat under Amateur Athletic
points in their last two games. It should be a very ex Union sanction. Tyrer's time of 10
hours and 11 minutes for the 50citing game.
mile distance, will, it is believed,
Oregon State 27 Washington 17 - Oregon State was be among the nations' top race
very impressive against USC last weekend, while walkers for the distance.
Washington doesn't impress me at all. The Beavers, as
Tyrer, who was performing the
well as the Ducks, need a win this week to assure escape walk to raise money by pledges
from the PAC-8 cellar. From previous games, it appears for the repair of a friend's home
as if the air in Seattle might be filled with passes will still be able to turn over
about half the $300 he sought for
Saturday.
the purpose, he says.
UCLA 35 Stanford 14 - The Cardinals justified my
"Certainly I intend to trv
faith in them last week by beating Illinois, but UCLA is again," Tyrer said, "but when
rolling now and just may be headed for a possible Rose the weather is warmer." Monday
Bowl spot.
Tyrer was walking stiffly, but
USC 24 Washington State 13 ~ WSU has been feeling no ill-effects from the
disappointing so far this year, but their schedule has endurance try.

been one of the toughest in the nation. It doesn't get
much better, after the Trojans Saturday, the Cougars
meet UCLA. USC just hasn't put it together yet this
season, and it could be they never will this year. I think
an upset here is possible.
OCE 28 SOC 14 - The big traditional for the Pack, this
year it's also OCE's Homecoming. If that's not enough
fire the Wolves up, then just thinking about last
week's game should be.
This week as an added feature I'm going to guess on
some national interest games.
Oklahoma 27 Texas 23; Nebraska 31 Missouri 20Auburn 14 LSU 13.
And here's my Top 10:
1. Ohio State
6. Oklahoma
2. Nebraska
7. LSU
3. Michigan
8. Tennessee
4. USC "
9. Penn State
5. Alabama
10. UCLA

passing ability. Each time OCE
took control of the ball, Pacific
managed to take it away from
them, because of their inaccurate
passing.
Scott Nagel scored OCE's lone
goal during the middle of the

LARRY'S
Garage
and
Auto Parts
Frontend Alignments
Radiator Repair
Tune Up
General Overhauls

Call
838-1261 - Garage
838-3109- Parts
130 W. MAIN
MONMOUTH, ORE.

The rain fell hard on the OCE soccer team last Saturday in OCE's
inaugural intercollegiate soccer game. The Pack fell to ex
perienced Pacific University 8-1 in Forest Grove. The OCE soccermen entertain Lewis & Clark Saturday. (Photo by Pat Leutwyler)

Harriers slog to win
Same song, third verse. And oh,
it's beginning to look like a
number one hit for OCE's huffin'
and puffin' harriers after last
Saturdays 27-30 victory over the
Bearcats from Willamette
University.
But don't lose your cool, man,
'cause these are still just kings-x
type meets, and they really don't
count for anything much more
than an indicator of what kind of
shape the team is in.
Still, it was comforing to watch
the Pack combine its depth and
places three, four, five, seven and
eight for a narrow three point
margin over the visiting runners
from Salem.
Willamette's Dan Hall and
Richard Kirkham disappointed a
small but highly partisan group
of fans as they crossed the finish
line together in 25:19.
Rookie Dave Castle led the
E contingent by finishing 28
seconds behind the Willamette
ln 25:47. The poised 19 year
old from Silverton is beginning to
round into top form, and seems to
be adjusting to the longer five
mile race with little difficulty
Sophomore Chris Fatland

ni4 J?U^th for the wolves 'n
?fi
26.37,
while Dale Barker came on
to capture fifth in 27:08. Usually
thought of as being more of a
r type, Barker has been

showing people that he cai
negotiate the longer races too
and has been consistently run
ning well all season.
Jim (Red) Harrington came 01
to take the seventh spot, whil
racewalker A1 Rothenbuche
decided to turn runner and canv
up an eighth place finish, fifth fo
the team. Paul Means and Marl
Wojahn filled out the top sevei
for the wolfpack in places nintl
and 13th.
This Saturday the Pack travel
to Corvallis for the OSU In
vitational in what figures to be ;
very tough meet with first clas
competition. Head coach Doi
Spinas is running two teams ove
the four mle course that could se
some good individual per
formances.
Thus far both of OCE's dua
home cross country meets hav
been run under rain or mudd]
conditions, giving the Pack tw
victories in two tries along witl
their webbed feet.
Maybe it'll rain. Quack Quack
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